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This presentation contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties, including, but not limited to, statements regarding our managed flash products and solid-state technologies, growth opportunities, and demand and market trends. Forward-looking statements should not be read as a guarantee of future performance or results, and will not necessarily be accurate indications of the times at, or by, which such performance or results will be achieved, if at all. Forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual performance or results to differ materially from those expressed in or suggested by the forward-looking statements.

Key risks and uncertainties include volatility in global economic conditions, business conditions and growth in the storage ecosystem, impact of competitive products and pricing, market acceptance and cost of commodity materials and specialized product components, actions by competitors, unexpected advances in competing technologies, difficulties or delays in manufacturing, and other risks and uncertainties listed in the company’s filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) and available on the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov, including our most recently filed periodic report, to which your attention is directed. We do not undertake any obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise, except as required by law.
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1. Capacity HDD being optimized for cost/TB. Opportunities for performance optimized solutions with high-density flash

This creates next generation high-density solution opportunities for flash. Western Digital recently announced 96-layer 3D QLC NAND with 1.33Tb per chip

**HDDS will continue to have lots of use cases.**

2. New “designed for flash” form factors fill this gap and provide both capacity and performance density improvements, including a more efficient way to build with 1u enclosures (8 drives replace (2) 2.5 inch drives)
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3. Flash is moving onto the network. Resource pooled solutions allow for simplified server and storage design points. This week, Western Digital announced OpenFlex™ which allows less complex multi-node “Heavy Iron” systems and more 1u enclosures (leveraging off new small form factors and 2 socket non-multi-node HW)

4. Efforts such as Open19 and other open design efforts will accelerate the resource pooled design footprint in the industry while still allowing for “in the box” differentiation (resource pooled implementation is best designed for flash use)
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5. The industry is enabling this migration to the network. Western Digital’s OpenFlex Platform and open source management SW called Kingfish were announced this week. In conjunction with NVM Express® over fabric, these technologies will drive open standards around open software composable infrastructure.

6. RDMA and TCP Flow Control can help reduce the burden of moving data in a dis-aggregated solution. Why burn CPU cycles on the target side simply to move data when you don’t have to?
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7. Open source SW & APIs are making disaggregation and composability easier.

8. QLC expands range of density and cost for flash. Creates broader options for storage services across flash and disk technologies.
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9. Infrastructure will become increasingly data-centric. Agility needed for complex and dynamic workloads will drive adoption of disaggregated architectures and software composable infrastructure with both flash and disk attached to a common fabric. (See #10).

10. Disaggregated data center architectures will enable flash to be packaged and data to be accessed in new ways. This will enable compute to be more directly connected to data with more predictable performance where bottlenecks and noisy neighbors can be minimized.